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Holsworthy to Vietnam

The Fifth Battalion, The Royal Australian Regiment, was born on March 
1st, 1965, at Holsworthy in the military wilderness on the outskirts of 
Sydney. Since the Fifth and the Sixth were the first battalions of The 
Royal Australian Regiment to be composed of a mixture of regulars and 
national servicemen, their formation and development was a particularly 
vital experiment for this was to be the model for the infantry battalions 
of the Army from then onwards. The core of the Fifth Battalion was 
made up of members of the First Battalion. Major J. A. Warr, the senior 
administrative staff officer of the First Battalion, was given the task of 
organising the split of the First Battalion and of administering command 
over the Fifth Battalion for the first month of its existence.

In April, the command of the battalion passed to Lieutenant Colonel 
P. H. Oxley. It was announced then that in September both Colonel 
Oxley and Major Warr were to be promoted. The former was to take 
command of the Third Training Battalion, the latter was to become the 
commanding officer of the Fifth Battalion. The two officers agreed that 
Major Warr would accept responsibility for all decisions which would 
affect the battalion after September 1st.

The First Battalion was in the final stages of its preparations for departure 
to Vietnam and so the Fifth came in for more than its usual share of 
routine chores and administrative duties. In order to foster a high spirit 
in the new battalion, the idea of becoming known as the ‘Tiger Battalion’ 
was introduced and this spread rapidly and spontaneously amongst its 
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members. From that time on Fifth Battalion were the Tiger Battalion, 
from the gold of their lanyards to the tiger tails tied onto the kitbags 
leaving for Vietnam in April 1966.

Command of the battalion passed to Lt. Col. Warr in September 1965. 
He was faced with the responsibilities of preparing the battalion for war 
in the last six months of its training and of leading the battalion while it 
was stationed in Vietnam. Colonel Warr had been a soldier since 1944 
when he had joined up as a private. After a year of experience in the 
ranks he gained selection for Duntroon. He graduated in December 1947 
and went to Japan as a platoon commander with the 67th Battalion and 
the Third Battalion, The Royal Australian Regiment. He served in Korea 
with the Third Battalion, and was severely wounded, full recovery taking 
several years. During this time he occupied a number of staff positions 
in Victoria, studying part time at Melbourne University. In 1957, he 
attended the Australian Staff College at Queenscliff and in 1959 he went 
to Canada for two years on exchange duties with the Canadian Army. 
On returning to Australia he served as a company commander and staff 
officer with the First Battalion, RAR, until the formation of the Fifth.

During late 1965 the battalion went through an upheaval. A great 
number of officers’ repostings fell due, there were many vacancies on 
establishment which became filled and some three hundred troops, both 
regular and national servicemen, came to the battalion in January 1966 
so that the composition of the battalion was fifty per cent new. Although 
the newcomers were all trained soldiers they had not worked together as 
a team and so they had to be exercised first as sections, then as platoons, 
and then as companies before the battalion could operate as a whole.

The new second-in-command was Major Stan Maizey. A Duntroon 
graduate, Major Maizey had served in Korea and Malaya and was 
a graduate of the Australian Staff College. A Company was commanded 
by Major Bert Cassidy, one of the few members of the battalion who 
had fought in the Pacific theatre in the Second World War. He had 
also served in Malaya. B Company’s commander was Major Bruce 
McQualter who at 29 was the youngest of a young group of company 
commanders. Bruce was a Duntroon graduate and he had also served 
in Malaya as a platoon commander during the emergency. C Company 
was commanded by Major Noel Granter who as one of the first group of 
post war national servicemen had gone on to graduate from the Officer 
Cadet School at Portsea, just in time to serve in the closing stages of 
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the Korean commitment. He came to the Fifth Battalion directly from a 
staff posting in Malaysia. Major Paul Greenhalgh came to D Company 
with a background similar to that of Bruce McQualter. They had both 
graduated from Duntroon at the same time and Paul had also served in 
Malaya during the emergency. However, Paul had also spent a few years 
with the Special Air Service. Administration Company was commanded 
by Major John Miller, a Portsea graduate who had also served in Malaya. 
Major Max Carroll, another Portsea graduate, commanded Support 
Company. Max was also well acquainted with jungle warfare and had 
been mentioned in despatches for his leadership of the tracking team in 
Malaya. He had just graduated from Staff College.

The important common denominator of all the company commanders 
was service in Malaysia. While all of these officers were young and had 
not worked together as a team they were dedicated and hardworking, and 
they had the capacity to get along with each other. Thus the foundations 
of a happy battalion were laid.

For variety our adjutant was an Englishman, Captain Peter Isaacs, who 
had been commissioned into the British Army and served in Germany 
before coming to Australia. The intelligence officer at that time was 
Captain Don Willcox, a Duntroon graduate with Malayan experience, 
who had come to the battalion from the Intelligence Corps. Captain 
Ron Shambrook was the quartermaster and Captain Tony White was the 
medical officer. Tony’s experience had included many notable battles at 
Cambridge and Sydney Universities and he almost knew which way to 
put his gaiters on when he came to the battalion. Captain Brian Ledan 
came to us as signals officer.

Compared with the earlier battalions of The Royal Australian Regiment 
this was a young group of officers to lead the Fifth into battle. But although 
most of them were not substantive in the ranks which they held, there 
was a good leaven of experience of the sort of conditions under which 
the battalion would have to fight. In particular this was provided by the 
Malayan emergency and this knowledge and experience supported the 
battalion in Vietnam until it had learned all the local lessons which were 
to give it complete confidence in being able to cope with the Viet Cong.

The time schedule gave the battalion three more months from January 
to be ready for operational commitment. This was not to say that we were 
to be fighting the Viet Cong in April, but we thought that any time we had 
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after that would have to be regarded as a bonus. In January, Colonel Warr 
sent each of the rifle companies off in turn into the Gospers mountains for 
a shakedown while Battalion Headquarters roamed over the Holsworthy 
Range learning how to move itself and to establish itself in a defensive 
harbour. The training was undertaken with a spirit of urgency and the 
long hours and weekends which the work entailed were given cheerfully 
by all members. Range practices began in the dawn hours and went on 
until 10 pm. Training in night movement, lectures on Vietnamese history, 
culture and customs and language classes for the whole battalion often 
went on until 11 pm. The days themselves were given to specialised work 
such as booby trap training at the School of Military Engineering and 
tactical field firing exercises.

In February, each company went in turn to the Jungle Training Centre at 
Canungra. There in the rain forests of South Queensland many of us met 
jungle for the first time and became accustomed to the strange feeling of 
not being cold after a drenching by a tropical rain storm. The first week 
was worse than the whole of our year in Vietnam put together, for we had 
to propel our reluctant bodies over rope courses, across rivers dangling 
from flying foxes, over an assault course and finally over a thing called 
a confidence course which speedily removed any confidence I had left in 
my capacity for negotiating obstacles. We then brushed up our ability to 
creep about the jungle without getting lost in a maze of valleys which all 
looked the same, clad with so much growth that the furthest one could 
see to take a compass bearing was twenty yards or so. In the third week we 
exercised as companies in the depths of the Wiangaree State Forest. Here 
it was easy to move silently on the rotting leaves lying around the trunks 
of giant trees which shut out the sky with a translucent green canopy. 
We met some rather interesting practical problems of the Vietnamese war, 
for besides ‘enemy’ troops in the forest were groups dressed as civilian 
woodcutters. Sometimes these civilians were not what they appeared to be 
but guerillas carrying messages. What to do with a man who appeared to 
be a genuine civilian was a real problem. If he had seen some of our troops 
he could easily slip off and inform some armed Viet Cong. Therefore we 
had the mutual displeasure of their apprehension for the course of the 
operation. We learned that it was far better to hide and avoid discovery 
unless it was imperative for the safety of the civilian to hold him with us.
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The training at Canungra was of the greatest value. Once we had learned 
to cope with its jungle and torrential rains, Vietnam held little that was 
totally new, except of course, the Viet Cong. The three weeks at Canungra 
rounded off our training in tactics at company level.

In March, the battalion began its first integral exercise. We flew up to 
Richmond from the rough aero-paddock behind Holsworthy and set off 
into the Gospers country on exercise Ben Tiger. We learned how to carry 
out a co-ordinated advance into rough, enemy-held territory, some of the 
rudiments of how to live on helicopter resupply and some of the problems 
of assembling the battalion at night for a dawn attack. The next phase was 
to build a defensive position which could be held against the mortar and 
artillery bombardments for which the Viet Cong are famous. This was 
an experience we were to be very glad of two months later. The battalion 
then came under command of the First Task Force for exercise Iron Lady 
which aimed at practising the co-operation of the essential elements of the 
Task Force. We set off for a week to learn the ruses for trapping Viet Cong 
when searching a wide stretch of difficult country; to camp on windy 
ridges and to get splendidly fit climbing in and out of gorges in quest 
of enemy and water. The battalion then reassembled for an attack on an 
enemy redoubt.

After a long hike out of the mountains we came together to hear the 
verdict of the Task Force Commander, Brigadier Douglas Vincent. 
We  assembled in lines in the cold dawn mist after making camp, dog 
tired, at ten o’clock the previous night. Of course it had poured with rain 
to add to the confusion of the darkness and the rocks on the razor backed 
ridges, so we were a collection of very sober-minded individuals as we 
waited for the commander’s arrival.

In a way it was like the minutes before the announcement of examination 
results. One’s mind flew back over all the happenings of the past three 
months—months which had been crowded with activity and effort from 
one end to the other with the exercises, with studies of Vietnam, with the 
evening language classes, and with the weeks when we had begun firing 
on the range at dawn and had finished at ten o’clock at night. It had been 
hectic and everyone had tried hard, but had we reached a standard high 
enough to fit us for action against the Viet Cong? We knew that Brigadier 
Vincent would be honest with us for he always had been. Certainly we 
knew when we had not been up to standard! So when he told us that he 
thought we were fit to go to Vietnam and that he would look forward to 
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commanding a Task Force of which the Fifth Battalion was a component 
we felt that we had reached a goal. The battalion had got through its 
adolescence and was about to start active life.

Orders for movement to Vietnam came very soon after this exercise. 
Most of the battalion were to fly, but one company was to go by sea 
with the heavy baggage and equipment on board the converted aircraft 
carrier HMAS Sydney. Noel Granter drew the unlucky number out of 
Stan Maizey’s hat and so C Company left Australia on the Sydney on April 
19th and spent twelve slow days wallowing and rolling its way to Vung 
Tau. Here the Sydney stood off the coast for a day while sailors threw 
lumps of explosive at random over the side to discourage any Viet Cong 
who might try to fix limpet mines to the hull.

C Company was met by the advance party of the battalion which had 
flown to Vung Tau in early April under the command of John Miller. 
On arrival, the advance party had spent a few days with the First Battalion, 
RAR, who were completing their tour of duty in Vietnam at the great base 
of Bien Hoa city, fifteen miles north-east of Saigon. The Australian forces 
had been allotted an area of sand dunes facing on to the eastern coast of 
the Vung Tau peninsula for a base camp and ultimately for use as a logistic 
support base for the Task Force when it had moved up into Phuoc Tuy. 
Beginning from nothing and working in a heat of 110 degrees, Major 
Miller began to lay the area out and started work on tent lines, defences, 
and with some ingenuity talked a passing American bulldozer driver into 
digging the latrines. The Viet Cong threat to the Vung Tau camp was not 
great for they had no forces on the Vung Tau peninsula. However, two 
months previously 275 Regiment had come across from the Long Hai 
peninsula on rafts to mortar the Vung Tau air field. Our part of the coast 
faced towards the Long Hai peninsula, so we had to take into account the 
possibility of harassing fire from mortars.

While this activity was going on at the Vung Tau base, two members 
of the battalion, Max Carroll and his batman, were out on operations. 
Major Carroll’s main function within the battalion organisation was 
not the direct command of Support Company, for it functioned as a 
number of separate specialist teams such as the signallers, the mortars and 
the pioneers, but to be the commanding officer’s chief staff officer and the 
battle second-in-command. This system was adapted from American 
practice in which this officer was referred to as the S3. The First Battalion 
had pioneered its use and we had taken it on after Colonel Warr’s visit to 
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the First Battalion in Vietnam in January 1966. Its great merit was that it 
left the commanding officer more freedom to think about what his next 
moves in a battle should be, or to plan the battalion’s next operation, or to 
think about the long-term effectiveness of the various types of operation 
which we could undertake.

Of course the system was very dependent on the man who was the S3 
for he had to work very closely with the commanding officer. It was 
essential that he had graduated from Staff College for he had to write the 
battalion operation orders which were the guide lines for all our efforts. 
Often the amount of detail required by the type of war which we were 
fighting involved an order of over thirty pages in length, so the job was 
a very burdensome one. The Fifth Battalion was very lucky to have had 
Max Carroll for this appointment. A recent graduate of Staff College, he 
was a very volatile combination of energy and human warmth. With his 
intenseness he was able to perceive the implications of any move suggested 
by the company commanders in a flash. His judgement regarding when 
to take a decision himself and when to refer a problem to the colonel 
was sound.

A wartime radio net, conducted with the security precautions appropriate 
to denying information to a listening enemy intercept service, is a 
dreadfully impersonal thing, yet Max had the facility for making one feel 
that the essence of one’s problem was fully grasped and sympathised with, 
so that the answer he gave was a genuine weighing up of all the relevant 
factors rather than the automatic ‘press on regardless’ type. Max stayed as 
S3 until the end of the year, when reluctantly, Colonel Warr granted Max 
his often expressed desire to command a rifle company. It was not at all 
surprising that Max was awarded another mention in despatches for his 
work in Vietnam.

It was vital that Max should find out as much as possible at first hand 
about operations in Vietnam before the battalion was committed 
to action so he had gone with the advance party in early April in order to 
accompany the 173rd US Airborne Brigade, the formation with which 
the First Battalion had operated, on a fast moving, hard hitting action. 
While the rest of the battalion was getting itself to Vietnam, Max and his 
batman were upholding Australian discretion by digging foxholes over the 
Vietnamese countryside.
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As the second-in-command of B Company at that time, I had to bring 
the second plane load of the company across to Vietnam. At Holsworthy, 
I  made a final round of clearing my office forever, aware that at least 
I had a sea of activity into which to plunge while our families faced all 
the anxieties of waiting for twelve months to pass. The company paraded 
at 5 pm on Thursday, May 12th, in the stillness of the early evening. 
Everything around the camp seemed unusually precious—the quiet huts 
which we had got to know so well, the green grass and the tall gum trees. 
We called the names one by one and I was snapped out of my pensiveness 
to find that eighteen out of the ninety-one men were absent. However they 
all arrived during the next half hour, most having slipped into Liverpool 
for a few too many final beers on their native soil.

We drove out to Richmond air base by bus, feeling frightfully cold against 
the night air coming off the mountains, clad in our jungle greens ready 
for business in Vietnam on the following morning. After weighing in, 
we were free for an hour or so. There was a large crowd of relatives and 
friends—wives, children, fathers, mothers, and fiancées—some of whom 
were making their private distress public, and the atmosphere was rather 
emotionally charged.

As we emerged from our final briefing to board the waiting Boeing 707, 
the crowd became excited and then cheered, at first self-consciously and 
then with full assertion of their spirits. We climbed the gangway and saw 
the small distant faces and waving arms recede quickly into the distance 
as we taxied down the runway.

The flight to Manila was uneventful. We arrived at 8.30 am local time 
on a hot humid morning, sat in yet another characterless international 
lounge  for half an hour and sampled some excellent San Miguel beer. 
One  hour and fifty minutes away lay Saigon. The aircraft stewards, 
all male, said with some pride that they had volunteered to take us. 
We  refrained from remarking that we had volunteered to get out of 
the aircraft at the other end and that no one was insuring our lives for 
£75,000. They were very willing and energetic assistants when the time 
came for me to brief the passengers with their landing instructions and to 
hand out the weapons to everybody.

We became excited to see the Vietnamese coast—a wide belt of yellow 
sand separating the blue sea from the green jungle. We descended into 
Saigon very steeply from 37,000 feet, because the pilot did not want to 
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spend more time close to the ground than he could help. It was very 
turbulent and, coupled with the sight of the expanses of green jungle 
which abound close to Saigon, the effect was a little unnerving.

Than Son Nhut air base was a mass of parked aircraft, row upon row, 
thousands of yards long—bombers, tactical fighters, supersonic fighter-
bombers, transports of all descriptions and a myriad tiny reconnaissance 
aircraft and helicopters. We filed out of the aircraft and moved into buses 
with wire grids over the open windows to prevent Viet Cong cyclists from 
dropping in hand grenades as they rode past. A few hundred yards away 
was a large, fat bellied C 123 transport aircraft into which we loaded our 
equipment and ourselves and in which we were sealed to await take off. 
We waited for nearly an hour in a temperature of 85 degrees and in ninety 
per cent humidity so we were fairly tired by the time we reached Vung 
Tau, some twenty minutes away by air. Bruce McQualter was waiting to 
give us a cheery welcome and to whisk us off in a convoy of Land Rovers 
and trucks to see some of the local sights en route to the battalion camp.

The camp was sited on an uneven stretch of dunes, some rising to fifty 
feet above the valleys which thrust blindly amongst them. The tents were 
laid out in company areas within a four hundred yard square. Tents were 
pitched fairly closely together, rather like a Citizen Military Forces camp 
in Australia, but surrounded by the protection of sandbag walls, thrown 
up by those of the battalion who had arrived earlier. We guessed that we 
would have a short period for acclimatisation and preparation before we 
attempted to establish ourselves in Phuoc Tuy; but until Colonel Warr 
had received his orders from the commander of the 173rd Airborne 
Brigade, who was in charge of the operation to establish the Task Force 
base securely in Phuoc Tuy, we could only estimate that we had about two 
weeks to become acquainted with the terrain and with American methods 
of operation in so far as they would affect the battalion.

Part of our acclimatisation was to clamber about in the Ganh Rai 
mountains which capped the broad end of the Vung Tau peninsula in 
a steeply sloping bulbous mass of green jungle and smooth brown rock. 
Occasional reports of small Viet Cong groups hiding in the mountains 
had been received, so there was some element of realism in carrying out 
a search of the area. However, we discovered nothing more than a  few 
magnificent views over the peninsula and the Ganh Rai Bay which 
stretched away to the dark green fuzz of the Rung Sat. Crowning the 
summit were the ruins of a massive French fortress and gun emplacement 
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sited to protect the seaward approaches to Saigon. Given over to the 
tenancy of rats and snakes, their whitewashed interior walls covered with 
the graffiti of Vietnamese lovers, and their exteriors disappearing beneath 
an envelopment of softly coiling creepers, they seemed to hang a large 
provocative question mark before our eyes. This feeling recurred to me 
on every occasion that we came across the deserted or ruined forts of the 
French which were strewn about the country in profusion. They asked 
‘What do you newcomers think you can achieve?’ and they admonished 
‘Find methods which are more successful than the ones which we found!’

The most enjoyable experience of those first days in Vietnam was 
a close friendship which sprang up between our battalion and the 68th 
US Aviation Company. The 68th flew Iroquois helicopters, the normal 
means of transport for troops on operations. Since they were stationed at 
Vung Tau air base it seemed likely that they would be supporting us in 
the future. Perhaps one of the factors which precipitated the friendship 
was that they were also ‘tigers’, with the distinction that they were the 
‘Top Tigers’, and their motto ‘Every man a tiger’. But they needed to 
be, for helicopter pilots, always in short supply, flying several assault 
missions per day and spending minutes hovering defencelessly within 
range of Viet Cong machine guns, had one of the least enviable jobs in 
Vietnam. Furthermore, most of them were on their second tour of duty. 
Consequently we knew we could learn a lot from the 68th and were all 
the more glad when they laid aside several days of their own timetable to 
brush up our helicopter techniques and to introduce us to newer types 
of helicopter than those we had seen before. It brought a great feeling 
of confidence to have a close friendship with the men who would be 
bringing us the food and ammunition on which we relied and who would 
depend to a certain extent for their safety on our judgement in choosing 
and protecting landing zones.

The time at Vung Tau passed quickly in the succession of activities, all 
fascinating because of the newness of the environment and their relevance 
to our immediate future. As the days went by it became possible to 
place increasing emphasis on direct preparations for the battalion’s first 
operation—Operation Hardihood.
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